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█ Application Field for the Biopulsar-Reflexograph® Systems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Naturopaths
Alternative practitioners
Hospitals, rehabilitation clinics, cancer clinics
Wellness and natural health centres
Ayurveda and Practises for Traditional Chinese and Tibetan Medicine
Holistic dentists
Sports & Fitness Centers
Practices for Physio Therapy
Centers for spiritual healing and energetic applications
Nutritionists (5 elements nutrition, Ayurveda and constitutional nutrition)
Pharmacies (testing of products and remedies)
Research and science
Management- and coaching
Yoga and seminars

█ Application Fields for Therapeutic Functions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy dynamic analyses before a treatment and afterwards
Holistic vitality diagnoses of organ zones in feedback with other organ zones
(dynamical organ biofeedback, organ pulse analysis, dynamical aura picture, chakra values with ayurvedic interpretation)
Bioenergetical compatibility analysis of weakening inner and outer influences as nutrition, remedies,
products, thought patterns etc.
Pulse and constitutional analysis (as per Traditional Chinese Medicine, Ayurveda, Tibetan Medicine)
Follow-up checkup of a therapy
Testing of different products (dietary supplements, therapeutics)
Prevention and health care
Mental- and consciousness training
Physical and mental increase of efficiency
Psychologic spiritual life-counselling and coaching
As teeth are reflex zones too (see Gleditsch, Voll), the reflex zone biofeedback is also important for
dentistry.

█ Easy Software Comprehension
•
•
•
•
•
•

The WindowsTM programme has an intuitive user interface. Therefore the software is easy to handle
and the need for practice training is low.
The software offers a fast and holistic overview of the dynamical bioenergetical status in the body.
The windows can be designed, opened and arranged individually and simultaneously on the screen.
The windows and biofeedback recordings are flexible and can be copied into other Windows™ programmes for being processed further (e.g. MS-Word, MS-Excel).
The biofeedback measurings correspond to real-time dynamics. The measuring time can be set freely.
We recommend 500 milliseconds.
For every single organ, chacric activity and energy colour the therapist can establish an individual
repertory.
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█ The Diagnosis is Fast, Detailed and Easy
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advantages for the Therapist

•

•

█ The Advantage Compared to Other Diagnostic Measuring Systems
•
•
•
•

Often therapists use a manual method of measuring the patient, therefore, very often the energy of the
therapist is measured - through the superposition of her/his own energy.
Using a measuring tool that applies even the slightest pressure to a single acupuncture point, a therapy
is often triggered.
Through the measuring of points one after another, not all the values can be registered accurately and
simultaneously.
A single measuring of an acupuncture or terminal point cannot deliver a comprehensive statement
about the total energy dynamic of a meridian, i.e. such as the meridian interaction.

█ Why is the Reflex Zone Measuring Ideal for Holistic Diagnoses?
•
•
•
•
•

•

Meridians open themselves through the reflex zones on the skin surface. EAV comparative measurings
with the Biopulsar-Reflexograph® measuring method prove this fact.
Reflex zone measurements are „indirect meridian measurements“.
The values of the hand reflex zones mirror themselves also in other reflex zone systems, like the iris,
ear, feet, teeth diagnosis, etc.
The reflex zone biofeedback corresponds to the Eastern pulse diagnosis.
The reflex zone biofeedback does not only show the constitution of a person but also the dynamic of
the cosmic elements, which form the holistic human being (ideal for acupuncture and ayurvedic therapy).
With the reflex zone biofeedback one can measure the aura and the chakras and describe them realistically.

█ Prevention of Illness & Subjective Feeling of Illness
•

•
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The dynamic biofeedback recordings of the organ are fast and easy to interpret. Significant biofeedback
values can be realised in a very short period of time.
The diagnosis can be easily interpreted through any medical philosophy or system (traditional medicine
as well as alternative medicine).
There is no need to touch the testperson during measurement. Therefore the therapist´s energy is not
influencing the result of the measured values.
Within a short measuring period you get a reliable status of vitality of 43 organ zones.
The patient does not have to disrobe.
The patience of the patient will not be stressed, as the measuring time is very short compared to other
diagnostic procedures.
The patient is not exerted to any harmful influences during the measuring time. As only skin resistance
will be measured in the low frequency spectrum, the sensitive meridian energy will not be changed.
Therefore this method can even be applied to electro-sensitive persons, pregnant women as well as
persons with pacemakers.
The measurings are reproducible and can be recorded and replayed.
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The reflex zone biofeedback can be a useful assistance for the search of bioenergetic interfering fields
of a person with numerous disturbances. This is very important, when patients feel frustrated, because
laboratory analyses do not prove their perception.
It is known from alternative medicine that the cell activity of an organ is controlled by life energy. A cell
and therefore the corresponding organ, alters when a cell is getting insufficient or excessive energy for
a longer period of time. Organ changes show themselves in discomfort or disease patterns.
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•

The reflex zone biofeedback shows energetic organ changes long before the organ manifestation. Therefore this method can be used for the prevention of an illness or symptom.

█ The Efficiency of the Biofeedback in Mental Performance Training
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biofeedback teaches people how to perceive their own psyche and their own body better.
Biofeedback shows vividly the interaction of mind and psyche with the body.
The therapist is actively involved in the process of the consciousness enhancement of her/his patient
(spiritual teacher and healer).
The success of the biofeedback therapy is promoted through a positive and creative interaction
between therapist and patient.
The therapist earns more credibility, as he can deliver the proof how the mental power bears effect on
the physical body.
The patient can learn through immediate biofeedback, how to control his thoughts and keep himself
healthy on a physical and psychological level.

█ Eastern and Western Pulse and Constitutional Diagnosis
•
•
•
•
•

•

Vitality, pulse wave and element behaviour give information about the organ and also the whole constitution of a person (Ayurveda, TCM, Tibetan Medicine, Hippokrates, Kretschmer etc.).
From this one can derive at the possible physical and psychical disposition of an illness.
The constitution and the temperament of a person are determined through the relation of the body‘s
five cosmic elements.
If the elements in the body are not in balance, then physical and psychical illnesses can develop (TCM,
Ayurveda).
The biofeedback graphs of an organ zone correspond to the pulse wave of an organ, which are produced by the predominant life energy (prana, chi). (See traditional Eastern pulse diagnosis; very complicated: most therapists do not have a good command of it).
In the swinging and amplitude of the biofeedback graph, as well as the aura colours of an organ zone
the activity of the subtle elements is revealed.

█ Product Testing and Comparative Measurings
•

•
•

Through the biofeedback measuring it is possible to show and recognise the individual reaction pattern
of a person to specific influences (e.g. products, thought pattern or therapy) on the personal energy
field.
The reflex zone biofeedback shows vividly what effect the transfer of spiritual energy like Reiki, spiritual
healing, tachyon energy, pranic healing, colour therapy, colour breathing bears on the organ zones.
The reflex zone biofeedback is a good and visual tool of proof for the efficiency of metaphysical energy
techniques, which are hardly provable with conventional devices.

█ Dynamic Organ and Body Aura Diagnosis
•
•
•

Due to the esoteric boom over the last 20 years, many people are well informed about the human aura
all over the world.
The competence of the therapist to reach and heal her/his patient on all levels of existence is the demand of a modern practice.
The aura can only be perceived by clairvoryant persons.
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•
•

The aura representation of the reflex zone biofeedback corresponds to over 80 % to the subjective
perception (see seminar Holisitc Aura Therapist, Auramed Academy).
The aura colours give information about the subtle energy relations, the quality of the blockages
and the psychological potential of a patient.

█ Easy Interpretation of the Biofeedback Measurement
•

Advantages for the Therapist

•
•
•
•
•

█ The Interdependency of Thoughts on the Physical Cell Energetic
•
•

•
•

Negative thoughts have a weakening effect on the life energy, the aura frequency is getting weaker
and the organ pulses decline (see RAC testing). This is immediately optically visible and provable.
The biofeedback training for positive thinking shows, that positive thoughts strengthen the vitality.
You can see it in the increase of the auric frequency and the stabilisation and harmonisation of the
organ energetic.
The biofeedback training for mental improvement in performance is very popular for managers and
professional athletes.
Biofeedback is also very effective in rehab methods.

█ Fast and Extensive Therapy Finding
•
•
•
•
•
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The interpretation of the aura and the biofeedbacks is relatively simple, because the energetic
language of an organ is expressed simply and clearly in the aura colour and the biofeedback graph
(recommendation Biopulsar-Reflexograph® User‘s Training, Auramed Academy).
Each aura colour can be interpreted according to the criteria of the four different astral levels (etheric, emotional, mental, spiritual) and therefore has a multidimensional significance.
If a person changes physically or psychologically, his aura and chakra energy changes accordingly.
The aura around the head shows how a person thinks and which problems he has. It shows the
present state of consciousness.
The body aura shows the effect of the consciousness onto the physical cell energetics.
It has been confirmed by many applicants, that the work with the Biopulsar-Reflexograph® enhances ones intuitive and cairvoyant abilities quickly. Consequently it helps the therapist to extend his
potential.
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The analysis programmes „Aura“ and „Chakra“ can be extended anytime with different therapy
programmes from naturopathy, TCM, homeopathy, colour therapy etc..
For each organ considerable therapy proposals from classic naturopathy are offered with convenient displays.
Through the well-arranged and manifold therapy proposals from different therapeutic trends, the
therapist can arrange her/his therapy procedure fast and uncomplicated.
Concise texts as well as animated pictures and graphs in 3-D format facilitate a fast overview of the
organ and disease information as well as the numerous therapy proposals from naturopathy.
The appealing, animated 3-D graphs can also be used as training material.

